
Microsoft Defender for Cloud
Protect multicloud and hybrid environments 
with integrated security from code to cloud. 

52%
of cloud security professionals report 
the increasing number of workloads 
and services running in the cloud is driving 
them to invest in cloud security solutions.1

49%
of cloud security professionals 
are driven to invest to secure 
increasingly critical workloads 
and services running in the cloud.1

End-to-end protection for your cloud estate
Strengthen your security posture and protect cloud workloads with a 
unified platform, deep signal intelligence, and streamlined administration.

Microsoft Defender for Cloud
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Protection

Empower security 
teams with unified DevOps 
security management 
across multipipeline and 
multicloud environments 
to help keep software 
secure from the start.

Assess multicloud and 
hybrid cloud security in 
real time and improve 
posture by prioritizing 
the most critical risk 
with context-aware 
cloud security.

Protect against 
evolving attacks 
with an integrated 
XDR solution across 
multicloud and 
hybrid workloads.
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Key capabilities 

Visualize 
and improve
security posture
proactively 
Get a free assessment 
score of your multicloud
security posture. Monitor
score changes to track
posture improvements over
time. Use advance filters for 
severity, resources and more,
to explore recommendations. 

Prioritize 
critical risks 
with contextual 
threat analysis 
Discover high-priority risks
with attack path analysis and
learn how attackers look at 
your environment. Conduct
resource exploring and risk
hunting with cloud security
graph queries to proactively
prioritize remediation. 

Protect workloads 
comprehensively 
Gain broad coverage
to secure workloads 
with insights from
industry-leading security
intelligence across virtual 
machines, containers, 
databases, and storage.
Correlate alerts into 
security incidents to help
with threat hunting. 



  
   

  

    
  

  
 

  
 

  
  

 
  

  
   

   
  

  
   

   
  

 

   
 

   

   
   

   
   
   
   

  

        
   

Efficiently scan
with an agentless
or agent-based
approach 
Combine the depth of
agent-based monitoring
and breadth of agentless
scanning. Get comprehensive
vulnerability insights
into workloads. 

Get cloud security
benchmark 
mapped to industry
frameworks 
Follow best practices
for multicloud security
compliance with controls
mapped to major regulatory
industry benchmarks by
default. Get auditing help
with one-click exporting. 

Unify visibility
for DevOps
security posture 
Gain visibility into 
DevOps inventory
and the security posture
of application code
and configurations
across multicloud 
and multiple pipeline
environments. 
Improve visibility sharing
between developers
and security admins. 

Microsoft Security: a Leader in six Gartner Magic Quadrants2

and eight Forrester WaveTM categories.3



 
  

  
 

   
  

     
   

   
  

  
 

 

    
 

  
    

  
 

 
   

    
 

   

  
   

  

    
        

 

      
 

   

  
   

 

Accelerate 
remediation of 
critical issues 
in code 
Prioritize and provide 
remediation guidance natively 
in the developer tools based 
on comprehensive contextual 
insights from development 
to runtime. Learn more. 

Secure configurations
throughout the
development
lifecycle 
Enable the security of 
infrastructure-as-code 
templates and container 
images to minimize cloud 
misconfigurations reaching 
production environments. 
Improve communication 
efficiency between developers 
and security admins with pull 
request annotations. 

What customers are saying
“Defender  for  Cloud  is  our  first  layer  of  defense,  with  the  continuous  monitoring 
we  achieve  with  Defender for Cloud,  we  can  identify a  bad  container and 
fix  it  before  deploying  it.  We  also use  integrations  like  ServiceNow  and 
AWS to  make  sure  that  our  team can  fix  problems  before  deployment. 
That proactive approach helps safeguard our AKS container environment.” 

Cory  Durand
Senior  Enterprise  Cloud  Architect
Land  O'Lakes,  Inc 

Customer story 

Learn more 
ESG Technical Validation Defender for Cloud Blog Defender for Cloud in the field 

video series Microsoft Defender for 
Cloud Interactive Guide 

Defender for Cloud 
Tech Community Documentation and quick starts 

Protect multicloud environments 
from development to runtime Start a free trial 

1 Cloud  Security  Practices  and  Priorities  Report,  Emerald  Research  Group,  March  2022 

2 GARTNER  is  a  registered  trademark  and  service  mark  of  Gartner,  Inc.  and/or  its  affiliates  in  the  U.S.  and  internationally  and is used  herein with permission.  All  rights  reserved.  Gartner  does  not 
endorse any  vendor,  product  or  service depicted  in  its  research  publications,  and  does  not  advise technology  users  to  select  only those  vendors  with  the  highest  ratings  or  other  designation.  
Gartner  research  publications  consist  of  the  opinions  of  Gartner 's  research  organization  and  should  not  be  construed  as  statements  of  fact.  Gartner  disclaims  all  warranties,  express  or  implied,  
with  respect  to  this  research,  including  any  warranties  of  merchantability  or  fitness  for  a  particular  purpose. 

3 The  Forrester  Wave™ is  copyrighted  by  Forrester  Research,  Inc.  Forrester  and  Forrester  Wave™ are  trademarks  of  Forrester  Research,  Inc. 
The  Forrester  Wave™ is  a  graphical representation  of  Forrester ’s  call on  a  market  and  is  plotted  using  a  detailed  spreadsheet  with  exposed  scores, weightings,  and  comments.  Forrester  does  
not  endorse  any  vendor,  product,  or  service  depicted  in the  Forrester  Wave™. Information  is  based  on  best  available  resources. Opinions  reflect  judgment  at  the  time  and  are  subject  to  change. 

© Microsoft  Corporation.  All  rights  reserved.  This  material  is  provided  for  informational  purposes  only.  MICROSOFT  MAKES  NO  WARRANTIES,  EXPRESSED  OR  IMPLIED. 

https://aka.ms/DfDDoc
http://www.microsoft.com/security/business/get-started/start-free-trial
https://aka.ms/MDC-techvalidation
https://aka.ms/MDCScenarioGuide
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-defender-for-cloud/bg-p/MicrosoftDefenderCloudBlog
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-security-center/bd-p/AzureSecurityCenter
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/shows/mdc-in-the-field/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/
https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/1532036609741605119-land-o-lakes-consumer-goods-microsoft-security-solutions
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